
Unit 3 Daily Life

In this unit you will learn how to perform the 
following skills:

• Provide general information about yourself and 
others, such as where you live and what you do for a 
living.

• Describe your daily routine from morning to evening.
• Talk about schedules and regularly occurring events.
• Tell time.
• Talk about weather and climate.
• Narrate ongoing events.

In addition, you will learn some basic information about 
typical daily life in South Asia.
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202 Unit 3 Daily Life

In this chapter you will learn how to describe your daily routine. You will also learn the basics 
of telling time and you will learn how to provide general information about yourself, such as 
where you live and what you study or do for a living.

I wake up every morning at 7:00. ں۔ 9 ا  ت  ح  [â; a ب 
I work in a bookstore. ں۔ ب 5م :  ب  د5ن  ب ا 8
I work everyday from 2:00 to 8:00. ں۔ 9  5م :  ھ  9  آ ب روز دو 

Saying Where You Live and Work

The verb form that is used to state where people live and what they do for a living is the 
 present habitual verb tense.

The Present Habitual Verb Tense

The present habitual verb tense is used for general statements of fact holding true in the pres-
ent period of time (e.g. I live in Chicago). It is also used to describe actions and events that 
occur routinely or habitually in the present (e.g. I get up every day at 7:00). 
Formation: The present habitual is formed by adding two elements to the verb stem (the 
infinitive minus the –nā suffix). The suffix –tā/–te/–tī is added directly to the verb stem and 
agrees with the subject in gender and number like an adjective. The –tā/–te/–tī portion of the 
verb is followed by the appropriate simple present form of the verb honā—agreeing with the 
subject in person and number—which is written separately.

This formula summarizes the formation of the present habitual:

V  +  –tā /–te /–tī  +  honā (simple present)

Here is the full conjugation of the verb jānā, ‘to go,’ in the present habitual. The structure of 
this table is the straightforward result of combining two tables learned earlier: the variable 
adjective endings, and simple present forms of the verb honā.
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The Present Habitual Verb Tense

plural singular

We go. ب        I go. ں ب     1
m

asculine

You go.        You go.         @
2

You go. ب آپ  
They go. ب وہ         He/it goes. وہ        3

We go.  * ب       I go. ں ب   1

fem
inine

You go.         You go.          @
2

You go. ب آپ  
They go. ب وہ          She/it goes. وہ        3

*Although ham jātī haĩ  is acceptable, females using the ‘we’ form generally use the masculine plural form (ham 
jāte haĩ  ) in practice.

Here are some examples of the present habitual being used to state where people live and work:

My family lives in Chicago. ۔ ب ر  گ  ان  aا 
I (m.) live in New York. ں۔ ب ر  رک  ب  
What do you (f.) study at the university? ؟ ب 8 بڑ  ر  @ 
I (f.) study Urdu. ں۔ ب اردو بڑ 
My father works at a bank. ۔ ب ب 5م :  aے وا   
What does your friend do for a living? ؟ را دوس  8 5م : 

Please see later in the chapter for examples of the present habitual in use to describe daily 
routines.
Negation: When a present habitual verb is negated, the auxiliary verb honā is generally dropped.

I don’t eat meat. ۔ ب  س  ب گ
We don’t drink. ۔ ب  گ سaاب   
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204 Unit 3 Daily Life

However, if the subject of a sentence is feminine and plural, and honā is dropped, the –tī 
ending becomes nasalized (–tī )̃. 

My sisters don’t listen to anything I say. ۔ ب ب  ت  aی @  ب  aی 
My mom doesn’t understand English. ۔ ب ب  بaی  ں ا aی 

Additional Uses of the Present Habitual 

Impersonal sentences: The masculine third-person plural form of the present habitual with-
out a subject is used to produce impersonal sentences in Urdu. Impersonal sentences in English 
generally have ‘you’ or ‘one’ as their subject (e.g. How do you do this or How does one do this?).

How do you write this in Urdu? ؟ ب ب    اس @ اردو 
How do you say this in Urdu? ؟ ب ب    ا اردو 

Expressing immediate intentions: The present habitual can also be used to describe an 
action that one intends to perform in the immediate future. When the present habitual is 
used in this sense, the subject is often I or we. This use is frequently signaled by one of the 
expressions abhī, ‘right now,’ or caliye, literally, ‘let’s go.’

I’m coming right now. ں۔ ب ا  
Let’s have some ice cream. ۔ ب ، آ  :  

Vocabulary 1  

to study par. hāī karnā (v.t.) بڑ :
to teach par. hānā (v.t.) بڑ
profession; vocation peśa (m.) ہ
to live, reside rahnā (v.i.) ر
governmental (sarkār, f. ‘government’) sarkārī س5aری
political science siyāsiyāt (f.) ت
residence qayām (m.) م
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to work; to do a task kām karnā (v.t.) 5م :
(academic) subject; essay (pl. mazāmīn) mazmūn (m.) ن
employee mulāzim زم
servant, employee naukar : @
job naukarī (f.) ی : @

Exercise 1   

Read aloud and translate the following sentences. Also note in each sentence whether the 
subject is male or female and what level of respect is being used.

ں۔    6a ب ر  ب ا ب  ؟   ۴۔  ں ر  ں۔   ۳۔   6a ب ر  رس ا ب  ؟   ۲۔  ں ر  ۱۔  
ں۔ ب اردو اور ا@ بڑ  ؟   ۸۔  ں۔   ۷۔  8 بڑ  ب  *  بڑ  ؟   ۶۔  ۵۔ 8 بڑ 

*maiths, mathematics

Exercise 2   

Listen to the profiles of the people in the audio clip and note the information that they share in 
the table.

ن ہ/ م ر م

ں۔ ب 5م :  aے  د5ن  ب ا  ں۔  رق روڈ ب ر  ب  ں۔  ل 5  ب ا  ۔  ل  م  aا  ۱۔ 
ں۔ ر بڑ  ں  ب و ں۔  س ر  ر   ب @ ں۔  ل 5  ب   ۔  م   aا  ۲۔ آداب۔ 
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206 Unit 3 Daily Life

س  5م  ر   ں اور  ب ر  ل  ب گ ا ں۔  ل   ب   ۔  ر9ہ  م  aا  ۔  م  ۳۔ ا
ں۔ ب 5م :  ب ا   ں۔   :

ں۔ ت بڑ  ب  ں۔  ب     ں۔  ب ر  ک  ب  ں۔  ل 5  ب ا  ں۔  ب   ۔  ۴۔ 
ں۔  ہ  دی  ب  ں۔  زار روڈ ب ر  ر  ب  ں۔  ل   ب 9  ۔  رہ  م  aا  ۵۔ آداب۔ 

۔ ب زم  a س5aری  aے سو

Exercise 3   

Mingle with your classmates and find out where each of them lives and what he or she studies. 
Feel free to model your questions and answers from the previous activity.

Exercise 4   

Interview a classmate and find out who is in his or her family and where each family  member 
lives and works.

Describing Routine Activities

As mentioned earlier in the chapter, the present habitual verb tense is also used to describe 
activities that one performs regularly or habitually. This verb tense is therefore appropriate 
when describing daily routines. Here are a few examples:

Jameela gets up early every morning. ۔ ی ا   [â; a ہ 
What do you do every afternoon? ؟ ڑ @ 8 :   روز دو
I go home and relax. ں۔ ں اور آرام :  ر   ب 

Vocabulary 2  

Daily Routine Verbs

to take off (kapr. e utārnā, to get undressed) utārnā (v.t.) ر ا
to change badalnā (v.t./v.i.)
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to make banānā (v.t.) 6
to cook pakānā (v.t.)

to arrive; to reach (somewhere) pahũ cnā (v.i.)

to put on (kapr. e pahannā, to get dressed) pahannā (v.t.)

to stroll ṭahalnā (v.i.)

to move, go, accompany; to run, operate calnā (v.i.)

to run daur. nā (v.i.) دوڑ
to sleep (so jānā, to fall asleep, go to sleep) sonā (v.i.) سو
to eat; m., food (khānā khānā, to eat) khānā (v.t.)

to put on, apply to, attach to (par/se) lagānā (v.t.)

to have breakfast nāśta karnā (v.t.) بہ :
to perform prayer, to offer prayer namāz par. hnā (v.t.) ز بڑ
to bathe nahānā (v.i.)

to exercise varziś karnā/ 
kasrat karnā (v.t.)

aت : ورزش : /

Time-Related Words

often aksar a ا
time (i.e., one time, two times) bār (f.) ر
first; previously pahle

then; again phir ر
up till, until; by (time) (...se lekar...tak, from...to...) tak (ppn.)

so, then to @
early; quickly (jaldī me ,̃ in a hurry) jaldī ی
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208 Unit 3 Daily Life

day din (m.) دن
afternoon (dopahar ko, in the afternoon) dopahar (f.) ڑ دو
a while, length of time; delay  der (f.) دب
night (rāt ko, at night) rāt (f.) رات
daily roz/rozāna روز/روزابہ
before se pahle (ppn.)  
evening (śām ko, in the evening) śām (f.) م
morning, in the morning subah (f.)

[â;

usually, generally ām taur par ور ب م 
immediately fauran رًا
near, about (cf. taqrīban, ‘approximately’) qarīb (adv.) ر6
once in a while kabhī kabhār ر  
sometimes kabhī kabhī  
after ke bād (ppn.) > 
time vaqt (m.) و
each, every har a
always hameśa ہ

Additional Words

on foot, by foot paidal ل 6
tea cāe (f.)

especially, particularly xās taur par ور ب ص 
most, mostly zyādatar دہ ب ز

Time-Related Words (cont'd)
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game, sport khel (m.)

routine māmūl (m.) ل
mile mīl (m.)

Islamic prayer namāz (m.) ز
back (vāpas ānā, to come back; 
vāpas jānā, to go back, return; 
vāpas denā/karnā, 
to give back, return)

vāpas وا

Notes:

• bār means ‘time’ as in kitnī bār, ‘how many times.’ The general word for time is vaqt.
• phir: phir bhī, ‘still, nevertheless;’ phir se, ‘again’
• calnā: There are some differences between verbs of motion in Urdu and English. The verb ānā is used for move-

ment towards the speaker/addressee from a distant place. The verb jānā is used for movement away from the 
speaker/addressee, and therefore jānā also means ‘to leave.’ The verb calnā, which basically means ‘to move,’ is 
used for ‘going/coming with’ or ‘accompanying’ the speaker/addressee. Compare tum akele jāo, ‘Go by yourself,’ 
and mere sāth calo, ‘come with me.’ The verb calnā can also be used for ‘to set out’ or ‘to depart.’

• roz: har roz, ‘every day’
• fauran: us ke fauran bād, ‘right after that’
• kām par jānā, ‘to go to work’
• kapr. e pahannā/badalnā ‘to get dressed;’ kapr. e utārnā, ‘to get undressed’
• hameśa ke liye, ‘forever’

Exercise 5   

Read aloud and translate the sentences. Note in each sentence whether the subject is male or 
female and what level of respect is used.

بہ :  ں۔    ۳۔ 8   ب : ، صaف 5      بہ  ور ب  م  ب  ں۔   ۲۔  ی ا    [â;  ب روز ۱۔ 
ب اردو اور :ر بڑ  ؟   ۷۔  ب بڑ  ن @  ؟   ۶۔  @ ل   ؟  ۵۔ 8  ا ب 8   ؟   ۴۔   

ں۔ ر6 ر  ں   ب  ؟  ب ں ر  ں۔ آپ  ب ر  ڑ   ب  ؟   ۹۔  ب ں ر  ں۔  ۸۔آپ 
ل   ں*۔ اس  < ا ر   ں۔  ب ا  ؟   ۱۱۔   م  8 8 :   :    [â;  ۱۰۔  روز ابہ 

ب بڑ  ں  @ 8 م @  وی د  ب  ں۔   ۱۳۔  وڑی دب  آرام :  ں اور  ر وا ٓا  ب  ر  ں۔   ۱۲۔ 
ں۔ ر سو  ں۔  

*Subject pronouns are often dropped, particularly when the subject is already clear from the context.
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210 Unit 3 Daily Life

Exercise 6   

Translate into Urdu.
 1. I drink coffee every morning. 
 2. I go to class in the morning. 
 3. I work in the evening. 
 4. I go to the library every day. 
 5. What do you usually do after school? 
 6. I go home; I change clothes there. 
 7. After that, I go to the gym. 
 8. I exercise for one hour. 
 9. After that I usually have something to eat (eat something). 
10. Then I go back home and sleep.

Exercise 7    

The following paragraphs were written by Indian primary school students, Sameera and Aadil, 
about their daily routines. Compare their routines and note the similarities and differences by 
filling out the Venn diagram. When finished, pair up with a partner and compare your results. 
As always, speak only in Urdu.

aہ دل         
ں۔ ب  روزابہ 8 8 : 

ب   ں۔ اس    <    ا     ا  اور ب ب ا ب   ں۔   بہ  :   ر   ں۔   ر     ں۔   ب  ا     
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ل    <     ۔  ا ب ل     ں    ا aی س   ں۔  ب بڑ  :   ب   ل   ں۔ ا ل     ا
ر  ا@ 5م  وا   ۔   ب ھ  وا  ٓا  ب  ر  ا    ا   aے  بڑوس     6˜ S  ۔ ب ر     ل  6

ں۔ ب سو  ۔ اس  <  ب ھ   ں۔  رات 5   س  ب س      6   ب @   ٓا  

۔ ل 8  aا روز 5 
ب  ب  ں۔   بہ  :  ب  ر   ں۔  aے    ب  ں۔ اس  <  ر    ں ۔  ی ا     [â; ب

ل   <   ں۔  ا ب  بڑ   ب    ب  ل  ں۔  ا ل     ب  ا ر   ں۔   ں اور دود ھ      س   @
ں اور       aی  ں۔   ر وا  ٓا  ب   ر   ں۔     8 ں اور : ھ     ں     ب ب دو

ں۔ ر سو   ں اور  وڑی دب بڑ :  ب  ۔ اس  <  ب ھ    گ ا  ۔   س  ب

Exercise 8    

Listen to the dialogue and answer the questions.

؟ ل  ں!  8  بہ   زارا.   ارے >
؟ ب ۔ ٓاپ   س   بہ.   <

ں۔  ب    زارا.   
ں۔  ں د  a ٓاپ @  ب ا بہ.   < 

؟ ں 8 :  ں۔   ی   aب * ال a اس و ب ا ا   زارا. 
ں۔ ں بڑ  ب  بہ.   < 

؟  زارا.    8 بڑ 
ں۔  ب ا@ بڑ  بہ.   < 

؟  ں  ٓا  زارا.    
ں۔ ں۔       ٓا  ** ٓا  دہ ب   ب ز بہ.   < 

؟   ں ر   زارا.   
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212 Unit 3 Daily Life

ں۔ 6a ب ر  a ا ب  بہ.   < 
؟ ن ر  ھ @ رے   زارا.   

۔ aی دوس ر  ھ  aے  بہ.   < 
؟   م 8  زارا.  اس 5 
۔ ہ  م ز6 بہ.  اس 5  <

۔  ب  ر  ں۔  ب  ی  ب ٓاج ذرا  زت دو۔  بہ ا ا >  زارا.  
۔  ا   ، بہ.   ا < 

۔  ا   زارا.  
* is vaqt, ‘at this time.’
** sāikil se, ‘by bike.’ The postposition se is generally the postposition of choice with modes of transportation.

سوال:
؟ بہ 8 بڑ  ۱۔ >

؟ ی  آ  aب ۲۔ وہ ال
؟ ں ر  بہ  ۳۔ >

؟ ھ ر  ۴۔  وہ   

Exercise 9   

Sequence the following verbs in a written chronological narrative of what you do every day. 
For example, First I get up, then I bathe. After that I have breakfast… Use the phrases pahle, 
phir, and us ke bād to sequence the actions. When you are finished, repeat the exercise as a 
speaking drill.

/  ٓا ،    وی د ،    ،  سو  ر وا  ل  /  5م ب  ،   س / ا بہ : ، 5 ا ،  ،  
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Exercise 10   

Interview a partner to determine his or her daily routine. Begin with the first thing your part-
ner does in the morning and continue in chronological sequence. When describing your own 
routine, pause after each sentence to allow your partner to ask what you do next.

Example:

؟ ا۔   روز ;â] س   8 : 
ں۔ ب ا  س    ب۔ 

؟ اس  <  8 :  ا۔  
ں۔ ب   اس  <  ب۔ 

؟ ر 8 :  ا۔ 
ں۔ aے   ب  ر  ب۔ 

Clock Time

...baje, ‘at...o’clock’

When talking about one’s routine, it is also common to describe it in terms of specific clock 
times. One of the most common ways to state the time an action or event occurs is ...baje, 
‘at...o’clock.’

at 1:00 9 ا 
at 2:00 9 دو 
at 9:00 9  @
I get up at 7:00. ں۔ 9 ا  ت  ب 
I go to sleep bed at 11:00. ں۔ 9 سو  رہ  ب گ

The following words can be used to state clock times in increments of 15 minutes:

ڑ sār. he number plus one half; half past (e.g., sār. he das, 10½; 10:30)

@ paune number minus one quarter; quarter to (e.g. paune das, 9¾; 9:45)

سوا savā number plus one quarter; quarter past (e.g. savā das, 10¼; 10:15)
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214 Unit 3 Daily Life

The word sār. he is not used with the number ek, ‘one,’ or do, ‘two.’ Instead there are specific 
words that are used for ‘half past one’ and ‘half past two.’

ڈبڑھ d. er. h half past one (with baje); one and a half

ڈ d. hāī half past two (with baje); two and a half

at 6:30 9 ھ  ڑ 
I get up at 6:30. ں۔ 9 ا  ھ  ڑ  ب 
at 8:45 9  @ @
I go to work at 8:45. ں۔ 9 5م ب   ب @ @ 
at 1:30 9 ڈبڑھ 
We eat lunch at 1:30. ۔ ب ڑ 5    9 دو گ ڈبڑھ   

Telling Time

The preceding section covered how to tell the time at which an action occurs. The forms 
used to state the current time are similar. There are two forms that are used to tell time by 
the hour.

’.ek bajā hai, is used to say ‘It’s one o’clock ,ا 9 

     , ...baje haĩ , is used to tell all other times.

Examples:

It’s one o’clock ۔ ا 9 
It’s two o’clock. ۔ ب  9 دو 
It’s three o’clock. ۔ ب  9 ب 
It’s five o’clock. ۔ ب  9  9
It’s twelve o’clock. ۔ ب  9 رہ 

ب  9 ۔۔۔
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The form bajā hai should be used for all times that have the number ‘one’ as their reference 
(12:45, 1:00, 1:15, 1:30). Baje haĩ  should be used for all other numbers.

It’s a quarter to one. It’s 12:45. ۔ @ ا 9 
It’s a quarter past one. It’s 1:15. ۔ سوا ا 9 
It’s half past one. It’s 1:30. ۔ ڈبڑھ 9 
It’s a quarter to two. It’s 1:45. ۔ ب  9 @ دو 
It’s a quarter past three. It’s 3:15. ۔ ب  9 ب  سوا 
It’s half past four. It’s 4:30. ۔ ب  9 ر  ڑ 
It’s a quarter to six. It’s 5:45. ۔ ب  9 ھ   @
It’s half past twelve. It’s 12:30. ۔ ب  9 رہ  ڑ 

There are many ways to ask the time in Urdu. A couple of the most common ways are:

What time is it? ؟ ب  9  
What time is it? ?  9 8

Vocabulary 3  

Time-Related Expressions

to sound, resound, be struck (a bell) bajnā (v.i.) 9
at...o’clock ...baje 9 ۔۔۔
It’s...o’clock (with times having 
‘one’ as their reference)

...bajā hai ۔۔۔9 

It’s...o’clock ...baje haĩ ب  9 ۔۔۔
quarter to; number minus a quarter paune @
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216 Unit 3 Daily Life

approximately taqrīban
ً ر6

half past; number plus one half sār. he ڑ
quarter past; number plus a quarter savā سوا
half past two; two and a half d. hāī ڈ
half past one; one and a half d. er. h ڈبڑھ

Additional Words

The five prescribed prayer times are also commonly used to refer to times of the day.

before dawn (prayer time) fajr ر
early afternoon (prayer time) zuhr ڑ
late afternoon (prayer time) asr aص
at sunset (prayer time) maghrib رب
night (prayer time) iśā

In a South Asian mosque
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Exercise 11   

Write complete Urdu sentences stating the following times:
a. 4:00  b. 11:00  c. 1:00  d. 7:15  e. 7:45 
f. 1:30  g. 1:45  h. 12:30  i. 12:45  j. 2:30

Exercise 12   

Take turns with a partner asking the time and responding in complete sentences. When 
responding, use the following times:

a. 5:00 b. 6:30 c. 8:45 d. 11:30 e. 1:30
f. 2:00 g. 2:45 h. 3:45 i. 6:30 j. 7:15

Exercise 13  

At what time do you do the following activities? Write a complete Urdu sentence for each 
activity.

get up bathe eat lunch return home sleep

Exercise 14   

Interview a classmate to find out the time he or she usually does the activities below. When 
answering, speak in complete sentences without reading your responses from the previous 
activity.

ر وا  ۔   سو ڑ 5   ۔    ل  / 5م ب  ۔   دو س / ا ۔5 ا
Example:

؟ 9 ا  ا۔    
ں۔ 9 ا  ھ  ڑ  ب  ور ب  م  ب۔  

؟ ل   9 ا ا۔   
ں۔ ل   9 ا ب @  ب۔ 
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Using Postpositions with Verbs

Urdu’s rules for marking direct and indirect objects differ from those of English.

Indirect Object

The indirect object is the element of the sentence that is marked with ‘to’ in English, most 
typically with verbs of giving and speaking. In Urdu, the indirect object is marked with the 
postposition ko.

Give this book to Ahmad. ۔ 9 ب ا @ د بہ 8
Don’t tell this to Aisha. ؤ۔ ت  6 ہ @ بہ 

Sometimes ‘to’ is omitted from English sentences and the word order is rearranged. For exam-
ple, the above sentences could also be phrased, Give Ahmad this book and Don’t tell Aisha this. 
In Urdu, dropping the postposition ko from the indirect object is not possible.

Direct Object

The direct object is the element of the sentence that the verb acts most directly upon. In 
English, direct objects are not marked with any preposition. Here are some examples of direct 
objects in English sentences:

I saw him.
Open the book.
I know her.
John ate a banana.
He saw me.
Give these papers to him.

In Urdu, when the direct object is a specific human being, it must be marked with the postposi-
tion ko.

Look at that man! و۔ اس آد @ د
Don’t leave the kids here. ۔ وڑ ں   ں @  9
Do you know Qasim? ؟ ب 8 آپ   @  
Most people consider him a fool. ۔ ب ف   گ اس @  دہ ب  ز

If the direct object is not a human being, or is a nonspecific human being (e.g., send a servant), 
ko is optional. The postposition ko is also sometimes used with nonhuman direct objects to 
add emphasis or avoid grammatical ambiguity.
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Verbs That Require Other Postpositions

Many Urdu verbs require that a postposition other than ko (most often se) be used to mark 
a specific element in the sentence. Verbs of this type should be memorized along with their 
accompanying postposition.
Examples:

to meet X; meet up with X, see X (socially)   X

to ask X (a person) @   X 
to talk to X : ت    X

Do you see him often? ؟ ب   a 8 آپ اس  ا
Ask Faisal. و۔ @  
Do you talk to Faiza every day? ؟ ت :  صہ   a روز    8

Vocabulary 4  

Common Verbs

to talk, converse bāt karnā (v.t.) ت :
to talk to X, converse with X X se bāt karnā

to invite, call, summon bulānā (v.t.)

to address as, call as pukārnā (v.t.) ر
to ask (someone, X se) pūchnā (v.t.) @
to ask X X se pūchnā

to know jānnā (v.t.) 6
to leave; to drop off chor. nā (v.t.) وڑ
to call (by phone) fon karnā (v.t.) ن :
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to say, call (by name) kahnā (v.t.)

to say to X X se kahnā

to bring (also le ānā) lānā (v.i.) ال
to take (someone/
something somewhere) 

le jānā (v.i.)  

to take with le calnā (v.i.)  
to believe; to regard mānnā (v.t.) 6
to meet; to see (socially) milnā (v.i.)

to meet X; to see X socially X se milnā

to fear d. arnā (v.t.) ڈر
to fear X, be afraid of X X se d. arnā

Additional Words

newspaper axbār (m.) ر ا
brother bhayyā (m.)

less, fewer kam

at least kam se kam   
at least kam az kam  از 
guest mihmān ن

Notes:

• bhayyā is a diminutive form of the word bhāī.
• Similar to kam se kam, ‘at least,’ is zyāda se zyāda, ‘at most.’
•  The words lānā (le ānā), le jānā, and le calnā parallel ānā, jānā, and calnā. The verb lānā means ‘to bring,’ or 

‘to come bearing…’ In spoken English, the verb ‘bring’ can be used both for movement toward the speaker and 
movement away from the speaker. For example: ‘When you come, bring the CD with you.’ and ‘When you leave, 
remember to bring (take) your suitcase with you.’ In Urdu, lānā is only used for movement toward the speaker. 
The verb le jānā means ‘to take away,’ or ‘to go bearing…’ The verb le calnā is similar to le jānā but is used in 
contexts in which calnā would be more appropriate than jānā, for example when the addressee is accompany-
ing the speaker.

Common Verbs (cont'd)
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Exercise 15   

Read aloud and translate into English.

ب  ���� ۔   ۳۔ ب ر ال  ڑ ۳        9  ھ @  aے بڑے   ھ @ ;â]  ۷      بجے اسکول چھوڑتے ہیں۔   ۲۔ aے وا  ۱۔ 
aے  ؟   ۶۔ ں۔   ۵۔8  راج @   ت :  ر اس   a     ا  ب  ں۔   ۴۔  ن :   a راج @ ا

؟    ب ۔   ۸۔ 8 آپ  7  ڈر  ب ں @    @ ہ  ں  aی  ۔   ۷۔  ب ر بڑ  ب ا a روز  ا@ 
ں۔ اس   و  ب ان   ں۔  ۱۰۔  ن اور دوسaے @    ب ا @   ۔   ب aے دو بڑے   ۹۔

۔ ب ر  م   aے  ھ @  وہ 

Exercise 16   

Translate the following sentences into Urdu.
1. Look at that man. 
2. Look at this. 
3. How many times a year (“How many times in a year”) do you see him? 
4. Do you know her? 
5. He knows her; ask him. 
6. Call him (by phone). Tell him immediately. 
7. Read this book. It’s interesting. 
8. I know Jamal but I don’t see (meet) him often.
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